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It is a fair assumption, I think, that these days most undergraduate courses in ethics will include discussion of
MacIntyre's virtue ethics, and that it is therefore not improbable that at least some students in UK universities have a
fair chance of encountering Aristotelian ideas about the importance of the 'cultivation of the virtues', 1 of 'actions
according to right reason' 2?kata to orthon logon?and, perhaps, of knowing 'how to exercise judgment in particular case
s' 3?phronesis.
They may even encounter what MacIntyre describes as Aristotle's distinction between 'intellectual virtues' which are
'acquired through teaching', and 'virtues of character' which are acquired 'from habitual exercise'. They may learn that
people 'become just or courageous by performing just or courageous acts', and that they 'become theoretically or
practically wise as a result of systematic instruction'. It is not impossible that they also come to see that 'these two
kinds of moral education are intimately related'. 4 Whether or not they find any of this brilliant, or even merely deeply
interesting, it is nevertheless a not entirely misinformed guess that their tutor may have already encouraged them to
read (in translation) something of what Aristotle had written about how moral virtues are acquired through repetition in
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the Nicomachean Ethics:

The things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them...men become
builders by building and lyre-players by playing the lyre; so too we become just by doing just
acts, temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by doing brave acts'. 5
And having reflected on all this, the students may end up turning over in their minds the possibility that ethics might,
after all, be just a matter of acquiring good habits, the right ethos. At this point, the theology or religious studies
student might conceivably be interested to discover what MacIntyre has to say about all this in relation to one classical
Christian tradition, and puzzle over the 'Stoic ancestry' 6 of much Christian ethics in distinction to the Aristotelian
vision. They might be tempted to try to think through whether it really means that a 'strict Aristotelian, such as
Aquinas' is, in fact, the 'highly deviant medieval figure' that MacIntyre would have him to be. 7
Moreover, they might be encouraged, gently, to think about the practice of their own studies, the acquisition of good
scholarly habits, the trial-and-error business of reading, thinking, and writing, and thereby become the sort of selfreflective learners that are able to grasp why their lecturers appear to be so keen to get them to write essays and sit
exams, and why, when they mark such work, they tend to value independent, critical thought, whatever that may be. If
they take this intellectual path, they will find that there have been many before them who have already noticed such
potential connections, and have explored the territory with some rigour. No surprises here, perhaps, as some of
Aristotle's own thinking about education, and indeed, about the problems of education has been preserved in the
Politics:

All do not take the same view about what should be learnt by the young, either with a view to
plain goodness or with a view to the best life possible; nor is opinion clear whether education
should be directed mainly to the understanding or mainly to moral character... whether the
proper studies to be followed are those which are useful in life, or those which make for
goodness, or those which advance the bounds of goodness'. 8
If they disregard what he has to say about cold plunges into mountain streams,9 they may nevertheless be interested
in his assertion that 'the first principle of action is leisure', and that the proper use of leisure is the cultivation of the
mind, a kind of intellectual enjoyment for its own sake. Education is sought 'not as being useful or necessary, but
because it is liberal and noble'. 10 But it presumably always represents a balance between the reception of taught
instruction and the practice of habitual exercise.
If one allows this, then one begins to see a model of how means and ends can be brought together in the teaching of
theology and religious studies. Such a model is the subject of this paper, which basically views the theology and
religious studies curriculum as, amongst other things, a tool for fostering critical thinking with constant reference to the
content of the subject. In addition, I will suggest that Aristotelian ideas about the importance of practice to education
can be developed into a suitable learning and teaching strategy, or pedagogical tactic, to help foster critical thinking
amongst students. And as this is a paper about practical means, the following discussion draws on aspects of my own
practical theology of education, my concrete experiences of lecturing in a university, and reports on the action which
has emerged from my reflection on how some things can be done better. In saying this, I believe I am expressing
agreement with Rowan Williams' observation that '"Learning about learning" is ? equally a learning about doing'. 11

Reflective Practice and Action Research
What follows may be conceived as an interim report on the preliminary results of what Schon has called 'reflective
practice', 12 and what others, following the social psychologist Kurt Lewin,13 have called 'action research'. A brief
summary of the potential of action research for teaching theology and religious studies has recently been provided by
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Rebecca O'Loughlin as part of a wider study of pedagogical and discipline- specific research methods, and the
following remarks are meant to develop some of the results of her work.14 Broadly, action research represents the
application of the insights championed by a longstanding movement of educational theory which first emerged in the
UK 'in opposition to the development of a curriculum technology which stressed the prespecification of measurable
learning outcomes'. 15 As John Elliott says, the 'fundamental aim of action research is to improve practice rather than
to produce knowledge. The production and utilization of knowledge is subordinate to, and conditioned by, this
fundamental aim'. The key question being asked by a reflective practitioner, or action researcher (at least at it applies
to me), is, 'How do I become a better educator of students following a programme of theology or religious studies?'
From the student perspective, the key question is, 'How do I become a better student of theology and religious
studies?' How often do we explicitly encourage students to discuss this question? Essentially, this is all about
improving practice. As such, it is vital to note what Elliott goes on to explain:

The improvement of a practice consists of realizing those values which constitute its ends, e.g.
"justice" for legal practice, "patient care" for medicine,"preserving the peace" for
policing,"education" for teaching. Such ends are not simply manifested in the outcomes of a
practice. They are also manifested as intrinsic qualities of the practices themselves. For
example, if the teaching process is to influence the development of students' intellectual
powers in relation to curriculum content, then it must manifest such qualities as "openness to
their questions, ideas, and ways of thinking","commitment to free and open discussion",
"respect for evidence", "a care to foster independent thinking" and "an interest in the subject
matter".Teaching mediates students' access to the curriculum and the quality of this mediating
process is not insignificant for the quality of learning.16
The thing that should be leapt on here is the relationship Elliott describes between the development of intellectual
powers and curriculum content, the fostering of independent thinking and interest in subject matter. Rather than any
conceptual divide between transferable skills and subject content, the idea is to view educational practice 'not simply
in terms of educational outcomes', but, instead as 'the manifestation within the practice itself of certain qualities which
constitute it as an educational process capable of fostering educational outcomes in terms of student learning'. 17
This, of course, does not?and cannot?mean that 'transferable skills' simply replace 'subject knowledge' as the content of t
he very 'learning outcomes' of which the action research movement is so critical. For the purposes of the current
paper, it needs to be said that I am not arguing for the inclusion of an abstracted, stand-alone, 'critical thinking' or
'transferable skills' course module within the theology and religious studies curriculum. One cannot practice the piano
without a sense of musicality and the musical instrument in front of you. One cannot to learn to play theology and
religious studies without a sense of criticality and the subject matter in front of you.
Admittedly, 'action research' is not beyond criticism. But it can be argued that it is a method which appropriately
compliments the discipline of theology in particular. I want to argue that action research can be conceived as a proper
response to what Rebecca O'Loughlin has described as 'theologians' questions about teaching and learning'. 18 I do
not just mean, to take one example, that the model of 'Participatory Action Research' inspired by the work of Paulo
Freire is intrinsically related to Latin American liberation theology in the 70s,19 that Freire himself developed his
educational praxis with reference to Christian theology and philosophy,20 or, for that matter, that it is possible to trace
connections between what liberation theologians describe as 'base communities' and the 'communities of practice'
found in action research (for a European equivalent, see Lange's Sprachschule fur die Freiheit: Bildung als
Problem und Funktion der Kirche).21 I do not even mean that attention could also be drawn to the fact that action
research is increasingly featuring in programmes of ministerial and practical theology, (something suitably reflected in
the literature on practical theology),22 or even that practical theologians like Swinton and Mowat are now comfortable
with the idea that, 'Practical Theology is fundamentally action research', 23 for the connection also exists at another
level. More than just suggesting that reflection on the teaching of theology and religious studies can itself be
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conceived as an exercise in practical theology, and that subject pedagogy is something which academic practical
theologians should attend to, I also want to say that the Aristotelian basis of action research means that it is possible
to acknowledge a fitting compatibility between the sort of pedagogic reflective practice here envisaged and?to take a su
itably prominent illustrative example?the broader methodological principles of Thomism seen in a wider scope. Would a
contemporary Thomist, reflecting on the problems of teaching theology, inevitably end up with a particular bias in
favour of action research?24 Quite possibly. Hugh Walters has noted that, so far as Thomas Aquinas is concerned,
the task of education 'is to ensure the active participation of the learner ? stimulated through a questioning approach'. As
Walters also notes, 'all of which sounds very modern'. 25 It is. It is possible to view at least some aspects of Thomist
educational philosophy as a prefigurement of Freire, and to see Freire in continuity with aspects of action research in
contemporary educational theory. If these continuities are allowed, subject matter, teaching methods, and lecturer and
student practitioner reflection can be located within one methodological framework. This is called taking a holistic
view, a picture of the integration of form and content in the practice of teaching theology.
But without circling off into a discussion of, say, whether Milbank's Theology and Social Theory can be made relevant
to learning and teaching issues (I think it can!), and, in addition, putting to one side for present purposes the ever ongoing and endlessly fascinating debate about the distinctiveness of theology and religious studies, at this point,
something might appropriately be said about the Aristotelian nature of action research. The following remarks are just
to round off what I have been saying about the potential links between Thomism and action research, and are not
meant to suggest that teaching and learning has to be done from a Thomist perspective. By no means. But the
linkages seem so strong, that a little more comment is called for (especially considering the importance of Thomas
Aquinas to so much recent British theology, at least). Such would seem to be required if only to develop a sense of
just how and why this approach is fitting.
In explanations of action research, reference is often made to Bultmann's one time pupil, Gadamer. 26 But as John
Elliott has observed, Gadamer's theory of understanding is deeply indebted to the Aristotelian tradition of practical
philosophy:

In developing?his theory of understanding Gadamer draws on the Aristotelian tradition of pr
actical philosophy and fuses it with Heidegger's theory of hermeneutic interpretation. In the
Aristotelian tradition of practical philosophy phronesis is a form of reflection concerned with
translating universal ethical values into concrete forms of action in a particular situation?values ar
e realized in, rather than as a result of, praxis. Moreover, their meaning can only be grasped as
a concrete form of action? Phronesis co-determines the means and ends together by reflecting on
the former in the light of the latter and vice versa. The outcome of such reflection ? a concrete fo
rm of practice ? constitutes an achievement of understanding in which both interpretation and ap
plication have been integral features of the process.27
If such is allowed as a general statement of the capacity of action research to express the principles of Aristotle's
ethical theory, then it should be noted that it becomes perfectly possible?if one is so disposed?to give an account of refl
ective practice on education in Thomist terms. One could view what it means to be a good teacher or a good student
in the light of what Thomas has to say about the virtues as learned habits, and what he has to say about the practical
intellect and speculative intellect.28 But such reflection lies outside of the scope of this study.

Praxis and Personal Development
It becomes hard to divorce practical theology from personal development, and the following remarks are intended to
address this area of contemporary education theory and policy. Simultaneously, however, I also want to address
another issue which arises from the model I am describing, namely, that of the potential prescriptiveness of
educational praxis which might arise from the implementation of my model. Let me say at once that this is not
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conceived as a means of dogmatic programming whereby a student passively receives not only the doctrine but also
the thought-process of the teacher.29 I have argued elsewhere, following the lead of Josef Pieper, that Thomas?to re
turn to the illustrative example I have been exploring?should not be thought of as a dogmatic thinker, but as the sort of qu
estioning, critical thinker for whom theology is a process of wonder, enquiry and discovery.30 A sense of puzzlement
is intrinsic to the task of theology, so long as theology is conceived of as a response to a sense of mystery given as
Christian grace. Viewed in the light of mystery, openness, not closure, is the key habit of mind which needs to be
learned in theology. This, again, provides a point of contact with some recent writing on reflective practice and
educational theory. So John Elliott has drawn attention to Geoffrey Hinchcliffe's distinction between pedagogy and
education. To quote Hinchcliffe:

Whereas the former (pedagogy) has specific objectives, the latter (education) is underpinned
by the idea that the outcome of education is open (like a good conversation) ? (and) must be le
ft, in part, to the interaction between learners and teacher.31
Elliott proceeds to focus on Hinchcliffe's connection between good education and conversation. 32 He draws a link
here with what Rowan Williams has to say about the need for 'conversational space' in our educational system: 'A
good educational institution would be one in which conversation flourished'. 33 In terms of philosophy of education,
much can be said of this. It is reminiscent of Pieper, Oakeshott and Rorty. Take Oakeshott, for instance (so very
different in political terms to Freire, and in theological terms to Thomas), for whom, as Fuller says:

Whatever metaphysical ground one might introduce to explain the experience [of poetic
impulse and contemplative delight], it is the acknowledgement of the experience itself which
can be shared and delineated through a conversation between among those who have
enjoyed it, despite disagreements that might arise about where the experience comes from or
where it may lead. Conversation of this sort expresses for Oakeshott the central character of
human existence ? the civility of the agreement to disagree ? and thus also the importance for us o
f the institutions of teaching and learning, the places where conversationality in explicitly given
priority.34
In sum, a key part of Oakeshott's philosophy of education is this: that the 'philosopher potentially forces the
practitioners of an activity to become self-conscious, putting them on the road to becoming selfcritical where they may
undergo the philosopher's own experience of puzzlement'.35 Notice the reference to practice here. Richard Rorty
provides another example of a philosopher of education stressing the importance of conversation. For Rorty, liberal
education means acquiring and ethos of conversational edification (if students dislike the Thomist vision of liberal
education grounded on a particular metaphysics they can therefore develop antimetaphysical alternatives with
reference to Rorty).36 Good, traditional stuff like this recommends a practical recovery of something like the old
Oxford tutorial system as a means for fostering good conversation. It also makes possible interpretation of Personal
Development Planning in a subject-specific context.
Personal Development Planning can be viewed as an exercise whereby the student takes possession of the
transformative capacity of education by providing an account of their own subjective encounter with learning, and the
changes it has wrought in them. More than just providing the context for understanding the value of their studies,
Personal Development Planning also provides space for reflection on the ethos of learning, and an acknowledgement
of type of Aristotelian practical wisdom relevant to education. Consider how well this compliments, for instance,
Maritain's philosophy of education as expounded in his classic text, Education at the Crossroads.37 Maritain locates
education within the sphere of ethics and practical wisdom and views it as a mechanism which allows people to fulfil
their own personhood. The shaping of the human being with reference to sound judgement and moral virtues is
difficult to separate from notions of spirituality. In theological perspective, Personal Development Planning has the
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potential to become a form of spiritual exercise.38 It is also an ideal place for reflection on the performance and
practice of learning, the practice of being a student of theology or religious studies.

Practice and the Performance of Theological Study
Before describing what happens when the curriculum is designed in such a way that attention is given to due
dialogical conversationality and the rehearsal and performance of the skills necessary for academic theology, I want
to briefly explain how such models of learning and teaching are also conceivable within the context of ecclesial
theology. By ecclesial theology, I mean theology located within the community of faith rather than in a liberal arts,
university context. Perhaps the dichotomy is a false one, as very often university theologians spend their time
analysing the sorts of theology which arise from ecclesial communities. However the relationship of church and
university is conceived, it is right to say that ideas of theology and learning and teaching are not restricted just too the
sphere of the modern educational institution. A theologian who has nothing to do with universities on a professional
level may still find that it is necessary to think through the practice of theology as a form of education, and moreover,
see education as an important aspect of the spiritual life. Inasmuch as spirituality is connected with discipleship,
following the teachings of the Rabbi Jesus, it is also something which includes a grappling with education.
Nicholas Lash has explored the theme of the church as a school in various books. For instance, he writes of the
churches as 'schools of Christian wisdom?richly endowed projects of lifelong education', 39 as 'schools of holiness'. 40
Moreover, he conceives of doctrine in educational terms:

Doctrine is an activity. It has its place in the family of activities that go under the general
heading of "teaching and learning." It is an aspect of pedagogy. Christian doctrine, therefore, is
an aspect of Christian pedagogy. But pedagogy?is by no means confined to the classroom or th
e seminar. If Christianity is a school for the production of persons in relation to the unknown
God through the discipleship of the crucified, then there is nothing that we do and suffer, think,
or feel, or undergo, which may not contribute to schooling. It follows that there is no single
activity, or cluster of activities, which alone counts as "Christian teaching".41
Ways of thinking about learning and teaching in the university can therefore also be informed, perhaps unexpectedly,
by theologians who base theology in the confession of faith groups and ecclesial communities. Take, for instance,
what Stanley Hauerwas has to say about the pedagogy of faithful performance. Hauerwas' understanding of the
performance of faith compliments the current discussion because, as Swinton and Mowat imply, it corresponds to
various aspects of practical theology understood as action research.42 In his book Performing the Faith, Hauerwas
outlines his vision of the rehearsal and performance necessary to Christian identity formation:

Neither performance nor improvisation is an instance of simple, undifferentiated doing. Rather,
they are timeful, disciplined, ruled unfoldings of action. As such, they require attention,
alertness and concentration, all of which bespeaks the hard labor of patience intrinsic to
Christian faith. This kind of attention, of course, is not something that can be mastered or
attained once and for all, but requires continual practice, repeated rehearsals, ongoing
performance, fresh improvisations.43
Hauerwas is speaking of performance in the context of the worshipping community, of course, and not primarily about
educational institutions. Nevertheless, his basic understanding of the performative activity of the church is explained
with reference to education, and it is clear that he thinks of the church as, in some sense, a school of faith.
Worship?becomes a kind of performance before the performance, a preparation beforehand for whatever witness the ch
urch might be called upon to give. Being schooled in the basic rhytms and movements that constitute Christian faith
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means that the church's witness is more than something spoken, debated, written about, discussed; it is a faith that is
enacted, performed, fleshed out.44
Hauerwas proceeds to say that 'Being disciplined in obedience is perhaps the key virtue of a good and faithful
performer'. He cites Lash's idea that the churches can be seen as 'schools of stillness, of attentiveness; of courtesy,
respect and reverence; academies of contemplativity'. 45 This draws forth the following remarks from Hauerwas:
'Patient listening and attentiveness are skills that are exercised, honed, and refined in Christian community?Attentive li
stening cannot be had without its two inseparable companions, obedience and patience'. 46
He draws attention to what Rowan Williams calls 'repentent attention' 47 towards others?the attention that allows for co
nversational interpersonal transformation?or, in Hauerwas own words, 'reverence toward one another and receptivity to
God'. 48
It is tempting to view this as a spirituality of the ethos of peaceful, polite conversation which complements the
conversational ethics implied by Oakeshott's vision of academic culture, or of Freire's notion of transformative
dialogue. So much is fleshed out by Lash:

Learning to tell the truth takes time, attentiveness and patience. Good learning calls, no less
than teaching does, for courtesy, respect, a kind of reverence: reverence for facts and people,
evidence and argument, for climates of speech and patterns of behaviour different from our
own. There are, I think, affinities ? between the courtesy, the attentiveness, required for fr
iendship; the passionate disinterestedness without which no good scholarly work is done; and
the contemplativity which strains, without credulity, to listen for the voice of God.49
Insofar as it might become appropriate for students to explore what they think the spiritual dimensions of their
academic study could be, the insights of Hauerwas, Lash and Williams could provide suitable aids to reflection. This is
especially appropriate considering that the QAABenchmark Statement may be interpreted as inviting the possibility of
such reflection insofar as they invite reflection on personal development. Whatever the subject, the acquisition of
knowledge and understanding is usually transformative at some level, changing a person's perspectives and often
their attitudes. The nature of TRS means that studying the subject may have a profound impact on the student's life
and outlook. The experience of studying may contribute to a student's personal development, transforming horizons
by engaging with cultures and societies other than their own, whether ancient or modern. It may foster lifelong quest
for wisdom, respect for one's own integrity and that of others, self-examination in terms of the beliefs and values
adopted for one's own life, and not least, the challenging of prejudices. The multidisciplinary nature of much TRS also
means that students have breadth of vision and intellectual flexibility.50
Indeed, such material, together with further reflection on the practice of studying theology and religious studies, would
not be out of place in a theology student's PDP. The point is that theology and religious studies provide a special
opportunity to integrate personal development planning into the learning outcomes of the curriculum. Moreover, it is
even possible to do theological reflection on why personal development portfolios are appropriate assessment tools
for academic, moral and spiritual reflection.

Application to Curriculum Design
So far I have tried to make transparent the intellectual principles which have arisen from my experience of theological
teaching practice in a university setting, and which have been set to work on curriculum design with the goal of
delivering an enhancement of the quality of the learning and teaching experience coherent with the subject matter of
theology and religious studies. It makes clear some of the thinking behind how I have tried to deliver better theological
teaching with reference to theological reflection upon theological teaching practice. Whether this is called practical
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theology or action research is not the issue; either way it remains the case that I have allowed practice to inform
principle.51 Through this, importantly, I have clarified the very practices and principles that help me decide what
should be done (as such, I am not just telling you about my practice, but how I decide to change my practice). So how
have I applied this to programme development at Canterbury Christ Church University?
For one thing, I have created space in the curriculum to discuss the above with students, that is, involve them in the
conversation about the curriculum and their studies. Just as important, however, are the accompanying learning and
teaching strategy, and, as might be expected, the accompanying Personal Development Planning system. But let me
go on to explain this is greater detail in the following sections which reflect the content of the Revalidation Document
of 2007.

New Pedagogical Strategy
For the 2007 Revalidation of the Theology and Religious Studies programme at Canterbury Christ Church University,
the curriculum was changed to include an increased emphasis on issues of student progression and the facilitation of
graduate skills. The academic year 2007-08 therefore saw the introduction of a pedagogical strategy to address the
educational needs of students. As for the previous revalidation of 2002, study skills and transferable skills continued
to be reflected in all modules. This time, however, the department identified the need to make direct reference to the
subject content and rationale of theology and religious studies in the process of training all students in study skills,
acclimatising them to the academic context of their studies, and facilitating academic literacy. At the planning stage it
was intended that this change would help facilitate widening participation by, for instance, adapting to and meeting the
educational needs of students from traditionally under-represented groups, including those who may not have
successfully undertaken forms of assessment in their earlier education that prepares them for assessment in the
higher education context. Graduate skills were therefore included in all modules and are systematically encouraged,
identified and monitored.
It was decided that it was desirable to encourage students, as they engage with each component of their programme
of study, to integrate these skills into their academic work and think about their relevance to their everyday lives. In
addition, therefore, it was crucial to seek ways to support the student experience by the enhanced integration of
graduate skills into progressive modules in which selected graduate skills become a more pronounced element of
module aims, learning outcomes, learning and teaching strategies, and assessment. The essential idea was to get
students to rehearse academic writing about theology and religious studies on a weekly basis?to practice the pe
rformance of theology, if you like?submit such work for peer review and discussion, and thereby gain the skills and su
bject knowledge they need whilst being involved in a conversation about the curriculum and the value of their studies.
The most straightforward way of doing this is represented by the core modules which are essentially about marrying
subject content with graduate skills and are assessed by PDP. I will therefore close this paper (which, admittedly, is
only a preliminary, interim report) with the module outlines themselves, and report on the experience of running these
modules at another stage of the action research project.

Module Title: Studying Problems in the Philosophy of Religion
Module Code: MREMD1PPR
Level: HE1
Credit Rating: 20 Credits
Duration: 200 hours of student learning time
Teaching Hours: 40 hours
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Academic Responsibility: Ralph Norman
Module Aims:
The aim of this module is to develop graduate skills through the study of key themes in the Philosophy of Religion. It
will act as a bridging unit for first year undergraduates who may have studied aspects of philosophy at AS and Alevel.
It also aims to enable students to gain a basic knowledge of the major philosophical problem studied.
Intended Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this module students should be able to demonstrate:
A sound knowledge and understanding of selected philosophical problems;
That they can use established techniques to search, retrieve and manage information, and present the
results of their work in a written form using appropriate academic conventions;
An understanding of how their studies contribute to personal development;52
That they can benchmark and reflect on their own progress with reference to feedback from tutors and peers.
53

Indicative Module Content:
Students will be introduced to selected significant problems in the Philosophy of Religion. Students will engage with
these arguments through studying selections from primary texts in translation. These may include texts from the
following illustrative list: Aristotle's Metaphysics, Anselm's Proslogion, Aquinas' Summa Theologica, Hume's
Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. The course will introduce the student to
the history of scholarship on each. The key themes of each text will be discussed and subjected to academic criticism.
Through this study, students will develop their ability to gather and select material from libraries and electronic
sources. They will develop their ability to think independently, critically and creatively in an academic context. They
will develop their ability to communicate their ideas in a manner appropriate to the university context.
Learning and Teaching Strategies:
The course will involve a series of seminars which will focus on the experience of studying selected philosophical
problems at Level 1. Seminars will facilitate the development of selected graduate skills relevant to this level (for
example, finding and evaluating sources, thinking academically, and presenting work), and also introduce students to
key resources (for example, induction to VLE). This will be supported by lectures that will introduce key themes, texts
and ideas. Seminars will be based on discussion of students' written work (formative assessment for sections of
portfolio). Study skills issues may be supplemented by material from the Student Study Support Unit. The teaching
and learning strategies will be chosen to underpin the graduate skills associated with this module. Feedback on
graduate skills not assessed formally will be given in tutorials and seminars.
Assessment:
1 x 5000 word portfolio: 100% [Learning outcomes 1), 2), 3) & 4)] The portfolio will provide structured evidence of
students' progression in relation to learning outcomes and graduate skills. It will involve a degree of formative
assessment, as students are required to submit sections of work (seminar papers which observe academic
conventions) for review by peers and their tutor in seminars.54 Such formative work, together with students' reflection
on feedback, and reflections on relevant personal development, will form the basis for work submitted for summative
assessment.
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It is anticipated that appropriate sections of work for this portfolio may be used to support and enhance students'
completion of PDPs.
Indicative Assessment Tasks:
Formative work:
Individually, write a 1000 word summary of Aquinas' Summa Theologiae, 1.2.3. In small groups, peer review each
others' work, and produce a portfolio record of the review process (this may include the use of small group forums in a
VLE). As a group, select one piece of work for review by the tutor, along with a short note explaining the reasons for
its selection. Individually, write a short reflective log on feedback from the tutor.
Summative work:
Select the best short pieces you have produced for this module, up to a total of 4,000 words. Write a 1,000 word
reflective piece that refers to these pieces and the process of formative work entitled, 'What makes a good philosophy
of religion essay?' Assemble your work into a portfolio, including relevant selections from the formative process as
appendices.
Illustrative Bibliography:
Clack B. & Clack, B. (1998) The Philosophy of Religion: A Critical Introduction. Cambridge: Polity.
Davies, B. (1993) An Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion. Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press.
Davies, B. ed. (1998) Philosophy of Religion: A Guide to the Subject. London: Cassell.
Hick, J. (1983) Philosophy of Religion. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall.
Hick, J. (1989) An Interpretation of Religion. London: Macmillan.
Kant , I. (1929) Critique of Pure Reason. London: Macmillan.
Marius, R. and Page, M.E. (2005) A Short Guide to Writing about History. New York: Pearson.
McCabe, H. (1987) God Matters. London & New York: Mowbray.
Pattison, G. (2001) A Short Course in the Philosophy of Religion. London: SCM Press.
Swinburne, R. (1996) Is there a God? Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press.

Module Title: Philosophy of Academic Culture and Religion
Module Code: MREMD2PCR
Level: Level Two
Credit Rating: 20 Credits
Duration: 200 hours of student learning time, 40 hours taught time
Academic Responsibility: Ralph Norman
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Module Aims:
Building on the Level 1 module, 'Studying Problems in the Philosophy of Religion', this module aims to acclimatize
students to the academic context of Theology and Religious Studies through an articulation of the purposes of the
discipline in the university.55
Intended Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the course students should be able to demonstrate:
Critical knowledge of selected key theories of the academic context of Theology and Religious Studies;
An informed evaluation of the worth of their own university studies in Theology and Religious Studies;
An understanding of the transformative potential of studying Theology and Religious Studies, including the
disciplines' contribution to personal development; 56
That they can monitor and enhance their own progress as students with reference to feedback from tutors
and peers.57
Indicative Module Content:
Students will evaluate the importance of their studies and the significance of critical approaches. Questions
considered may include: Why is asking a critical question important? What is the value of an education in the liberal
arts? Should education be for its own sake? What are the implications of university studies to other aspects of life
(cultural, political and spiritual)? Study of these questions may be supported by engagement with texts on academic
culture and religion from the following illustrative list: Aristotle's Metaphysics , Aquinas' Commentary on
Metaphysics , Arnold's Culture and Anarchy , Eliot's Notes Towards the Definition of Culture , Heaney's The
Redress of Poetry , Newman's The Idea of a University , Pieper's Leisure the Basis of Culture , Eagleton's After
Theory .

Learning and Teaching Strategies:
The course will involve a series of seminars which will focus on the academic context of Theology and Religious
Studies, and facilitate the development of selected graduate skills relevant to this level. This will be supported by
lectures that will introduce key themes, texts and ideas. Seminars will be based on discussion of students' written
work (formative assessment for sections of portfolio).
The learning and teaching strategies will be chosen to underpin the graduate skills associated with this module.
Feedback on graduate skills not assessed formally will be given in tutorials and seminars.
Assessment:
1 x 5000 word portfolio: 100% [Learning outcomes 1), 2), 3) & 4)] The portfolio will provide structured evidence of
students' progression in relation to learning outcomes and graduate skills. It will involve a degree of formative
assessment, as students are required to submit sections of work (seminar papers which observe academic
conventions) for review by peers and their tutor in seminars.58 Such formative work, together with students' reflection
on feedback, and reflections on relevant personal development, will form the basis for work submitted for summative
assessment.
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It is anticipated that appropriate sections of work for this portfolio may be used to support and enhance students'
completion of PDPs.
Illustrative Question for Assessment:
Formative work:
Individually, write a 1,000 word reflective piece entitled, 'What is the most personally transforming text I have read on
this course, and why?' In small groups, peer review each others' work, and produce a portfolio record of the review
process (this may include the use of small group forums in a VLE). As a group, select one piece of work for review by
the tutor, along with a short note explaining the reasons for its selection. Individually, write a short reflective log on
feedback from the tutor.
Summative work:
Select the best short pieces you have produced for this module, up to a total of 3,000 words. Write a 2,000 word
essay that refers to these pieces and the process of formative work entitled, 'Why and How should Religion be studied
in a University Context?' Assemble your work into a portfolio, including relevant selections from the formative process
as appendices.
Illustrative Bibliography:
Arcilla, R.V. (1995) For the Love of Perfection: Richard Rorty and Liberal Education. New York & London:
Routledge.
Arnold, M. (1994) Culture and Anarchy. New Haven & London: Yale University Press.
Arthur J., Walters H., Gaine S. (1999) Earthen Vessels: The Thomistic Tradition in Education. Leominster:
Gracewing.
Carr W., ed. (2005) The Routledge Falmer Reader in Philosophy of Education. London & New York: Routledge.
D'Costa, G (2005) Theology in the Public Square: Church, Academy and Nation. Oxford: Blackwell.
Eagleton, T (2003) After Theory. London: Penguin.
Frei, H.W. (1992) Types of Christian Theology. New Haven & London: Yale University Press.
Heaney, S. (1995) The Redress of Poetry. London: Faber & Faber.
Hill, G. (2003) Style and Faith. Counterpoint Press.
Hughes, T. (1995) Winter Pollen. London: Faber & Faber.
Ker, I. (1990) John Henry Newman. Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press.
Lash, N. (1979) Theology on Dover Beach. London: Darton, Longman & Todd.
Newman, J.H. (1996) The Idea of a University. New Haven & London: Yale University Press.
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Pieper, J. (1998) Leisure: The Basis of Culture. South Bend, Indiana: St Augustine's Press.
Pieper, J. (2001) Scholasticism. South Bend, Indiana: St Augustine's Press.
Rorty, R. (1982) 'Hermeneutics, General Studies, and Teaching', Synergos 2 Fall, pp. 1-15.
Turner, D. (2002) How to Be an Atheist. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Warne, R.R. (1998) '(En)gendering Religious Studies', Studies in Religion/Sciences Religieuses, 27 pp. 427-36.
Zack, N. ed. (2000) Women of Color and Philosophy. Oxford: Blackwell.

Module Title: Individual Study
Module Code: MREMD3DSS
Level: HE 3
Credit Rating: 40 Credits
Duration: 400 hours of student learning time
Teaching Hours: 15
Academic Responsibility: Ralph Norman (appropriate tutors to be assigned)
Module Aims:
This module aims to enable the student, under the guidance of a tutor, to undertake an extended piece of work based
on his or her own research. Further, this module aims to foster academic literacy through engagement in academic
discourses, challenging conventional thinking and presenting new perspectives.59
Intended Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the course, students should be able to demonstrate:
A detailed, critical, and sophisticated knowledge of the topic of their individual study;
A detailed knowledge of and critical engagement with relevant primary and secondary sources from both
classical and contemporary scholarship, relevant to the questions studied;
An ability to choose, design and pursue a topic based on individual study;
Take initiative and personal responsibility for their own independent work and its contribution to their
professional and personal development.60
Indicative Module Content:
Involving independent research and the writing of a 8000 word dissertation under the direction of a supervising tutor,
this module enables students to work for an extended period on a single writing project of their own devising (subject
to tutor's approval). The module fosters students in the research, organizational, scholarly, and writing skills of
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graduate researchers in the field.
Learning and Teaching Strategies:

Individual tutorials with assigned tutor, plus group seminars on research skills.
Students will be given an introduction to the individual study during the course option sessions of Level 2. By the end
of Level 2 students will have to produce a proposal for their Individual Study, after which they will be assigned an
individual tutor. Each student will have the equivalent of 5 hours tutorial time throughout the duration of the study, the
first of which will be before the end of the summer term (in year 2) to agree an initial plan of work and reading. Apart
from individual tutorials, students will also receive four sessions of research skills training to equip them for this piece
of work. Additional module content will depend on the topic chosen, but the 10 hours of teaching may consist of
seminars on the following indicative issues: an introduction to the general aims and learning outcomes of the
individual study; guidance with the creation and development of a bibliographical essay; development of a thesis or
argument; review of draft outline and draft chapters; critical comments on a first draft. In this way, every student who
writes an individual study will be guided in the same formal structures and requirements, whilst being free to develop
their own subject matter in a topic consonant with their pathway.
Assessment:
8000 word dissertation: 80% [Learning outcomes 1), 2), 3)]
2000 word portfolio: 20% [Learning outcomes 3), 4)]
The portfolio will provide structured evidence of students' progression in relation to learning outcomes and graduate
skills. It will involve a degree of formative and diagnostic work (for instance, short bibliographical essays), as students
are required to submit sections of work for review by their tutor. Such formative work, together with the students'
reflections on relevant professional and personal development, will form the basis for work submitted as summative
assessment. It is anticipated that appropriate sections of work for this portfolio may be used to support and enhance
students' completion of PDPs.
Illustrative Bibliography:
Although this will be specific to each Individual Study, general research skills work will be consulted.
Allison, B et al. (1996) Research Skills for Students. London: Kogan Page.
Berry, R (2000) The Research Project: How to Write It. London & New York: Routledge.
Blaxtor, L. et al. (1998) How to Research. Buckingham: Open University Press.
Giltrow, J. (1990) Academic Writing: How to Read and Write Scholarly Prose. Broadview Press.
Harmon, C. ed. (1996) Using the Internet: Online Services and CDROMs for Writing Research Papers and Term
Papers. Neal- Schuman.
Mills, P. (1996) Writing in Action. Routledge.
Preece, R.A. (1994) Starting Research: An Introduction to Academic Research and Dissertation Writing. Pinter.
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Turabian, K.L. (1982) A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses and Dissertations. Heinemann.
Turley, R.M. (2000) Writing Essays: A Guide for Students in English and the Humanities. Routledge.
Watson, G. (1987) Writing a Thesis: A Guide to Long Essays and Dissertations. Longman.
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